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ABSTRACT

1

We present LiSteer, a novel system that steers mmWave
beams at mobile devices by repurposing indicator LEDs on
wireless Access Points (APs) to passively acquire direction
estimates using off-the-shelf light sensors. We demonstrate
that LiSteer maintains beam alignment at the narrowest
beamwidth level even in case of device mobility, without
incurring any training overhead at mobile devices. Our extensive evaluation on a custom dual-band hardware platform
comprising highly directional horn antennas as well as practical phased antenna arrays with electronic beam steering
shows that LiSteer achieves direction estimates within 2.5
degrees of ground truth on average. Moreover, it achieves
beam steering accuracy of more than 97% while in tracking mode, without incurring any client beam training or
feedback overhead.

The ever increasing demand for high speed wireless connectivity to support applications such as virtual and augmented
reality and uncompressed video streaming is straining the capacity of current WiFi and cellular networks [4]. GHz-scale
bandwidth coupled with phased antenna arrays to realize
high directionality in the mmWave spectrum (30 GHz to
300 GHz and beyond), can solve this problem by realizing
data rates of up to 100 Gb/sec [6]. However, a key challenge
in exploiting this expansive bandwidth to realize high data
rates is that end nodes need to continually align their beams
to establish and maintain directional links.
To this end, commercial products [28, 35] and WLAN standards such as 802.11ad [21] and 802.11ay [6] employ beamsearch based training mechanisms, in which one node sends
training frames sequentially across all its beams while the
other node uses pseudo-omni beams to identify the highest
signal strength beam. Although this training, when repeated
at both ends, discovers the strongest pair of beams with maximum data rates, the process also requires coordination and
setup between nodes and may take 10’s of milliseconds. This
overhead represents a missed opportunity to transmit 100’s
of Megabits, severely degrading throughput and disrupting
high-rate, low-latency applications. Moreover, the overhead
worsens for systems with no pseudo-omni reception, increasing the order of the beam-search space from 2N to N 2 for N
beams at each end. Mobile devices present an even greater
challenge, as beam alignment may be repeatedly lost due
to mobility, requiring repeated training to maintain beam
alignment and incurring overhead each time [10].
In this paper, we present LiSteer, a system that steers
mmWave beams at mobile devices by repurposing indicator
LEDs on wireless Access Points (APs) as fixed light anchors
and continuously tracking the direction to the AP using light
intensity measurements with off-the-shelf light sensors. We
demonstrate that LiSteer acquires and maintains beam alignment at the narrowest beamwidth level, even with device
mobility, without requiring any beam training at the client
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INTRODUCTION

devices. Moreover, our design is scalable, such that the AP
can simultaneously align beams with multiple clients by performing a beam sweep only once at its end, with client beams
selected via out-of-band light sensing.
Our design is motivated by two key observations. First,
most off-the-shelf wireless APs are equipped with light
sources such as notification LEDs, which are in close proximity to their mmWave antennas. Second, mmWave channels
exhibit pseudo-optical properties due to very short wavelength, i.e., dominant Line of Sight (LOS) propagation, limited
scattering and reduced multipath [2]. Therefore, our key idea
is that by estimating the Angle of Arrival (AoA) corresponding to the LOS path from the AP’s indicator LED using light
intensity measurements, we can approximate it as the AoA
in the mmWave band due to the close proximity of the AP’s
LED and mmWave band antenna. Hence, we select the clientside beam as the one with the highest directivity gain along
the AoA for the LOS path. We show that when the LOS path
is available, a LiSteer client can continuously adapt its beams
without requiring any beam training by passively tracking
the AP’s indicator LED. Moreover, client beam adaptation in
LiSteer is completely distributed, such that the AP is oblivious to any beam changes at the client end and hence no
feedback is required.
The key challenge in exploiting the AP’s light source for
this direction tracking is that, unlike lasers, light intensity
from LEDs (or common light bulbs) is incoherent, and offthe-shelf light sensors can only measure the intensity of
the incident light. Therefore, AoA estimation techniques in
radio bands via antenna array phase difference (e.g., [38])
cannot be used. Consequently, we devise a novel method
for incoherent-light Angle of Arrival (il-AoA) estimation
by using an array of light sensors. Our key technique is to
approximate the ratio of light intensities at adjacent sensors
as a function of their AoA only by exploiting their angular
separation on the array. We then estimate the AoA of the
LOS path without requiring any calibration or knowledge
of the AP’s position or client’s orientation. Moreover, our
method estimates il-AoA in both the azimuth and elevation
planes, allowing us to steer beams for both 2-D and 3-D
beamforming codebooks.
We implement LiSteer on a custom dual-band hardware
testbed and perform extensive over-the-air experiments in
various environments and under different mobility scenarios
to evaluate key components of LiSteer design. Our hardware
platforms encompass off-the-shelf light sensors for light sensing, horn antenna based transceivers with 7◦ beamwidth to
achieve extremely directional links, and X60 [27], a 60 GHz
wideband platform with an electronically steerable phased
array for evaluation with practical antenna arrays which
exhibit non-uniform beam patterns and side-lobes. Our key
findings are summarized below.
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Figure 1: Node architecture for LiSteer.
(i) LiSteer achieves a mean il-AoA estimation accuracy
of 2.5◦ in our experiments encompassing a wide range of
AP-client distances and device orientations. (ii) Even with
highly directional (7◦ ) beams, LiSteer acquires client beams
to within 1 sector of the true highest strength sector in all
cases, without any in-band training. (iii) Irregular beam patterns of the phased array can lead to sub-optimal beams
(compared to exhaustive beam search) due to side-lobes and
reflected paths. However, the difference from exhaustive
search is within two beam indexes for more than 80% of instances with an SNR loss of < 1.5 dB. (iv) After initial beam
acquisition, LiSteer tracks il-AoA changes due to rotation
and translation with even higher accuracy than it does absolute il-AoA due to cancellation of position bias in the error,
achieving up to 97% beam steering accuracy. (v) Compared
to a baseline 802.11ad scheme, LiSteer achieves up to 2× gain
in throughput in dense networks with mobile devices and
LOS environments, and its overhead remains almost constant
despite an increase in the number of clients due to a single
AP-side sweep required for beam training, with client-side
beams steered via il-AoA estimates only.

2

LISTEER DESIGN

In this section, we first describe LiSteer’s system architecture
and our novel method to estimate the il-AoA using intensity
measurements from the AP’s indicator LED. We then describe our beam alignment protocol to steer mmWave beams
at the client-side using the il-AoA estimates.

2.1

System Architecture

The LiSteer architecture is divided into two distinct bands; a
Communication Band and a Sensing Band. The former comprises mmWave band radios and phased antenna arrays at
the AP and clients, while the Sensing Band includes a light
source at the AP and multiple light sensors at the client. In
most modern systems, the phases of antenna elements are
defined via a 3-D beamforming codebook {S}, such that by
switching between codebook entries, beams can be electronically steered, discretizing the space around the array into

virtual “sectors” [2]. While our design is compatible with
any directional antenna design, for the rest of this section we
assume a phased array system for both the AP and clients.
Node Architecture: Fig. 1 depicts the LiSteer client node
architecture. The client equips an array of J light sensors
to measure light intensity (I ) from the AP’s LED. The set
of intensities {I } = I j , j = 1, .., J is input to the LiSteer
software module (shown by the middle block), which has
two main components: (i) il-AoA Estimation Block which uses
light measurements to estimate the azimuth and elevation
components (θˆcl , ϕˆcl ) of the il-AoA (Sec. 2.3); and (ii) Beam
Alignment Block which estimates client’s highest strength
beam Sˆcl using the il-AoA estimates (Sec. 2.4). This estimated
beam is then passed on to the Communication Band, and is
used as the “selected beam” (S˜cl ) for directional transmission
and reception.

2.2

Design Principle

In LiSteer, we exploit the sparsity and dominant LOS propagation of mmWave channels resulting from limited scattering
and diffraction due to extremely small wavelength. This is
usually characterized using geometric channel models as
follows [2]:
L
Õ
H=C
αl aT (θT ,l , ϕT ,l ) aR (θ R,l , ϕ R,l ),
(1)
l =1

where C is a normalization constant, L is the number of
physical paths, αl is the path gain, aT and aR are the array
response vectors at the transmitter and the receiver, and θ
and ϕ denote the azimuth and elevation components of the
corresponding Angle of Departure (AoD)/AoA respectively.1
Due to dominant LOS propagation of mmWave channels
shown in prior measurement studies and channel models
[1, 39], we expect the LOS channel component to have the
maximum gain. Therefore, our key idea is to exploit the
AP’s LED to estimate the il-AoA (θˆcl , ϕˆcl ) of the LOS path
at the client using light measurements only, and then select
the client-side beam with maximum directivity gain (using
known beam patterns) along the estimated AoA. As such, we
avoid any mmWave in-band training or beam-search at the
client in the presence of LOS path. We use the term il-AoA
to specify the AoA of the physical LOS path between the AP
and the client measured using light intensities. In particular,
we use the client’s codebook {Scl } to find the beam (or sector
for discretized codebooks) Sˆcl that has maximum gain along
(θˆcl , ϕˆcl ). For codebooks with uniform beam patterns, Sˆcl
can be computed as follows:
Sˆcl = arg

min

S cl,m ;m=1...N

] (ΘScl,m , ΦScl,m ) − (θˆcl , ϕˆcl )

(2)

1 Due to channel reciprocity, only the AoD or the AOA needs to be estimated.
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Figure 2: Indicator-LED sensing via client’s sensor array.
where (ΘScl,m , ΦScl,m ) are the central azimuth and elevation
angles of any client beam Scl,m . For irregular beam patterns,
a simple lookup table can be devised to find Sˆcl .

2.3

il-AoA Estimation

Here we describe the light channel model and our method
to estimate both azimuth and elevation components of the
il-AoA for the LOS path using light measurements only.
Visible Light Channel Model: The intensity (I ) of light
received at a sensor can be described as:
I = T · H · Gr
(3)
where T is the transmit power of a light source and G r is the
receiver gain, which needs to be calibrated once. H is the
channel gain, which is shown extensively in the literature
to closely follow the Lambertian radiation pattern for LOS
propagation [3] as follows:

cos m (γ )
m+1
H (ρ, γ ,ψ ) = A · д(ψ ) ·
(4)
· cos(ψ ) ·
2π
ρ2
where A is the sensor area, γ is the irradiance angle defined as
the angle between the vector from light source to sensor and
the normal vector to the light surface, and ψ is the Angle of
Arrival (AoA) at the sensor. Further, ρ is the distance between
light source and sensor and д is the optical concentrator,
which is a constant factor if AoA lies within the field-of-view
of the sensor. m is the Lambertian order, which is equal to
one for common LEDs.
Problem Formulation: Fig. 2 depicts an AP at position
(x, y, z) with respect to a LiSteer client, where the reference
frame is centered at the client’s planar phased array, with
the z-axis orthogonal to the array. By geometry, angles θ cl
and ϕ cl shown in the figure correspond to the azimuth and
elevation components of the AoA from the AP to the client’s
array for the LOS path. Our objective is to estimate (θˆcl , ϕˆcl )
as the il-AoA using the incoherent light from the AP’s LED
and off-the-shelf light sensors.
Sensor Array Design: The two components of the il-AoA
cannot be estimated using a single sensor since the light
intensity depends on both the position of and the AoA at


the sensor. Moreover, since the sensor may have an arbitrary
orientation, the AoA (ψ ) at the sensor may not be the same as
the il-AoA, but a projection of it along the sensor’s axis. Our
key technique is to exploit an array of multiple sensors with
known angular separation to estimate θ cl and ϕ cl . When
introducing more sensors, the entropy of measurements is
maximized by placing sensors at right angles, since this gives
maximum angular separation. Therefore, in our sensor-array
design, we use at least six sensors arranged mutually orthogonally on the six facets of a mobile device. We discuss the
case of a six-sensor array in the rest of this section, but the
formulation can easily be extended to larger array sizes.
Estimation Method: A LiSteer client with J = 6 light sensors arranged mutually orthogonally is depicted in Fig. 2. In
this case, the light intensity from the AP’s LED received at
the j t h sensor of the client is given as:
cos(γ j )
(5)
(ρ j )2
where C is a constant parameter for sensors of same type,
and ρ j is the distance between the LED and the j t h sensor. If
→
−
→
−
P = [x, y, z]T is the position vector to the AP’s LED and P j
u−j ), then
is that of the j t h sensor (with unit normal vector →
angles γ j and ψ j can be computed as:
− →
−
→
−z (→
Pj − P )
cos(γ j ) =
(6)
ρj
→
− →
−
→
u−j ( P − P j )
(7)
cos(ψ j ) =
ρj
Since the size of mobile devices is usually much smaller
than the AP-client distance, we approximate the irradiance
angle and distance from the AP to be the same at all sensors
(∀j, γ j = γ , ρ j = ρ). With this, the ratio of intensities at
any two adjacent sensors is a function of their AoA only,
independent of ρ and γ :

the mapping is required such that angles estimated in the
light band can be rotated to find angles with respect to the
phased array. However, for simplicity and without loss of
generality, here we assume that the two arrays are aligned so
that the same reference frame defined in Fig. 2 can be used
for the light sensor array as well. With this simplification,
u−j as unit vectors along +x,-x,+y,-y,+z,-z axes
we can define →
for the six mutually orthogonal sensors.
Moreover, by array geometry, at most three sensors on
the array can have a LOS path to the AP, one along each axis
(I x , Iy , Iz ). Using the negligible array dimension approximation and solving for cos(ψ j ) at adjacent sensors in the three
perpendicular planes, we estimate θ cl and ϕ cl as follows:
θˆcl = tan −1

I j = C · cos(ψ j ) ·

I 1 cos(ψ 1 )
≈
(8)
I 2 cos(ψ 2 )
Since the arrangement of sensors is fixed and known at the
client, we consider the ratio of intensities at adjacent sensors
in three perpendicular planes to estimate the il-AoA component in that plane, without requiring the client’s position or
orientation. For example, when sensors are arranged mutually orthogonally, this difference in AoA is in fact 90◦ , such
that we can make the substitution cos(ψ 2 ) = sin(90 − ψ 1 )) in
Eq. (8) to estimate ψ 1 as:
 
I2
ψˆ1 = tan −1
(9)
I1
Note that it is not necessary that the light sensor array
and the client’s phased array are coplanar and aligned; only
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Beam Alignment Protocol

Using the aforementioned estimation framework, we design
LiSteer to comprise the following two phases.
(i) Beam Acquisition: This is the initial phase where maximal strength beams are not known at the AP or the clients
e.g., at association or after link breakage. During this phase,
a LiSteer client estimates its maximal strength beam using
light measurements as described above, and uses this beam
to receive in mmWave band while the AP does a beam sweep
at its end. The client then sends feedback about the AP’s
maximal strength beam to the AP. This may be followed by
an optional beam refinement phase, e.g., following the procedure defined in 802.11ad [13], where the client can use the
il-AoA estimate to do a local search among the neighboring
beams to further improve link strength albeit incurring a
small overhead. In any case, exhaustive search is not required
at the client if il-AoA estimates are available. In the special
case that il-AoA estimates are not available due to blockage
of the LOS path, LiSteer falls back to the underlying beam
training protocol and performs beam training at the client
end as well.
(ii) Beam Steering: After a directional link is established via
Beam Acquisition, LiSteer enters the Beam Steering phase,
where it passively tracks the il-AoA from the AP’s LED and
continuously estimates the best client-side beam Sˆcl using
the il-AoA estimates. Due to client mobility, if this best beam
estimate becomes different from the selected beam S˜cl being
used for communication, an interrupt (S˜cl ← Sˆcl ) is passed to
the MAC layer to adapt the current beam S˜cl . As such, LiSteer
steers client-side beams without incurring any training or
feedback overhead. Moreover, the AP is oblivious to any
changes in client beams, making client-side beam steering
completely distributed.

Multi-Client Beam Training: For AP-side adaptation, we
exploit the periodic beacon sweeps which are required by
most WLAN standards, including 802.11ad and 802.11ay for
60 GHz WLANs. During a beacon sweep, the AP sends beacon frames across all its beams such that the frames also
include training sequences [13]. This process is repeated
at regular intervals, usually every 100 ms. Since client-side
beams are continuously adapted via il-AoA estimation in
LiSteer, we introduce multi-client beam training where the
AP can simultaneously train with any number of clients by
doing a single beam sweep and getting feedback from the
clients following a simple polling procedure (as depicted in
Fig. 3), with polling sequence assigned during client association. As such, if the AP has N AP beams and trains with M
clients, each with Ncl,m beams, then LiSteer requires beam
search only over N AP beams during this training phase, comÍM
pared to N AP + m=1
Ncl,m beam combinations in case of
802.11ad based pseudo-omni training.
If beam alignment is lost due to tracking error or il-AoA
estimation error, LiSteer enters Beam Acquisition again.

2.5

Design Considerations

While LiSteer tracks notification LEDs on off-the-shelf APs
using an array of off-the-shelf light sensors, there are several
challenges in practical system deployment.
Tracking Range: The coverage range of the indicator LED
depends on its maximum intensity. Ideally, the light intensity
range would be the same as radio coverage range. To realize
this, existing techniques such as Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) can be leveraged to increase the coverage area [23,
24]. In particular, the LED driving circuit responsible for
the “blinking” of indicator LEDs can be tuned to adjust the
duty cycle of the on-period of the LED, such that the LED
emits a higher instantaneous light intensity, thus increasing
the range, while maintaining the same average intensity.
As such, it can still serve the purpose of indicating various
system notifications while radiating light to a much longer
distance. In fact, recent works have demonstrated designs
where the LED even appears switched-off to the human eye
for communication in the dark [34]. Thus we can incorporate
these techniques in LiSteer if required.
Interference from Luminaries: Another practical challenge is the presence of ambient light and other indoor light
sources, which can interfere with the light from the AP’s
LED. This problem is also a challenge in Visible Light Communication (VLC); it has been extensively studied in prior
literature in this context, and many solutions exist to address
this challenge as well. These solutions include using RGB
photodiodes for colored LEDs on the AP, encoding a distinct
pattern onto the PWM sequence which can identify an AP
(similar to BSSID in radio beacons from APs), and detecting

Beacon sweep

Client 1
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Figure 3: Multi-Client Beam Training for AP-side
steering.
the characteristic frequency of the indicator LED [43]. Any
of these solutions can be integrated with LiSteer by making
simple modifications to the AP’s LED. Nonetheless, we do
not require any further knowledge about the LED (e.g., its
intensity or position) and there is no data communication
required in the light band.
Sensor Array Requirements: As described in Sec. 2.3, we
propose an array with at least six light sensors arranged
mutually orthogonally on the facets of mobile devices. Since
we require off-the-shelf light sensors with sampling rate on
the order of 100Hz to 1kHz for tracking at 802.11ad frame
transmission times, existing ambient light sensors on mobile
devices can be integrated into the array.

3

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present our implementation of LiSteer
first on a dual-band hardware platform, and then on a traceand model-driven indoor-WLAN simulator. Our evaluation
encompasses scenarios where there is always a LOS path
between the AP and the client to study the potential gains of
LiSteer. When the LOS path is blocked or intensity measurements are not available, LiSteer falls back to the underlying
training protocol (e.g., 802.11ad or any other existing in-band
training schemes, as discussed in Sec. 6) and shows similar
performance as the baseline scheme.

3.1

Dual-band Hardware Testbed

We developed a custom hardware testbed which implements
all key components of the LiSteer system design. For the
Sensing Band, we use off-the-shelf Lumileds LED (900 lm,
100◦ viewing angle) for the AP, while the client houses a
custom 7 × 7 × 3 cm sensor array (emulating dimensions of
a big smartphone or a tablet) with six Lux sensors (Adafruit
TSL-2591, 180◦ field-of-view). The sensors are sampled using
an Arduino Mega 2560 board which communicates with the
client’s LiSteer module, implemented in MATLAB.
For the mmWave band, we use two distinct systems to
capture different aspects of mmWave channels and system
design, encompassing a wide range of radio and antenna
technologies possible for current and future mmWave systems.

Light)Sensor)
Array)

24#element)
Phased)ASSBZ)

Client#
AP#
Rota8on)
Pla9orm)

NI)mm#Wave)
Transceivers)

(a) Wide-band phased array platform
setup.

(b) 3D beam pattern.

(c) Azimuth beam pattern.

Figure 4: LiSteer hardware platform with 24-element phased antenna array and custom light sensor array.
3.1.1 X60 Platform with Phased Antenna Array. First we
VubIQ Transceiver
integrate a configurable Software Defined Radio (SDR)
7° horn antenna
based X60 mmWave platform [27] into our tested, as deClient
picted in Fig. 4a. It is based on National Instruments’
AP
mmWave Transceiver System [14] and equipped with a userLight Sensor Array
configurable 24-element phased antenna array from SiBeam.
It enables fully programmable PHY and MAC layers while
still allowing for ultra-wide channels (2 GHz baseband bandwidth) and multi-Gbps data rates (up to 4 Gbps). We made
enhancements to the base design to achieve rate selection
and adaptation based on il-AoA inferences in LiSteer design,
and beam steering in over-the-air experiments.
Rotation Platforms
The in-built phased array has 24 elements; 12 each for TX
and RX. The phase of each antenna element can be set to one
Figure 5: VubIQ Platform with 7◦ horn antennas.
of four values: 0, π /2, π , 3π /2. SiBeam’s reference codebook
defines 25 beams spaced roughly 5◦ apart (in their main lobe’s
direction). The beams cover a sector of 120◦ (in the azimuthal
plane) centered around the antenna’s broadside direction,
achieving highly directional beams with minimum side-lobes,
with 3 dB beamwidth ranging from 25◦ to 35◦ . As such, each
we integrate a horn antenna based platform into our testbed.
beam’s main lobe overlaps with several neighboring beams.
For this, we develop programmable nodes using the VubIQ
The beam patterns for the central TX beam are depicted in
[7, 36] transceiver system operating in 57-64 GHz unlicensed
Fig. 4 as an example (taken from [27]). Thus, the X60 platform
frequency band with 1.8 GHz bandwidth (compliant with
allows us to evaluate a realistic mmWave phased array based
802.11ad) and WARP baseband (a software-defined radio
system with imperfect beam patterns and side-lobes, and
platform). A differential I/Q input to the VubIQ transmittheir impact on beam steering.
ter is achieved by feeding WARP’s I/Q baseband signal to
an evaluation board using a 6 GHz Ultra Dynamic Range
3.1.2 VubIQ 60 GHz Platform with Horn Antennas. While
Differential Amplifier (ADL5565). To achieve narrow beams,
X60 enables experiments over wideband channels and a pracwe use horn antennas with 7◦ beamwidth at both AP and
tical phased-array, the beamwidth is limited to 25◦ and the
client sides. Moreover, to implement beam-steering, both
array yields irregular beam patterns with significant sidenodes (depicted in Fig. 5) are mounted on Cine-Moco motion
lobes. The phased arrays of other currently available complatform which can be rotated to within 1/100 th of a degree.
mercial and testbed platforms in the 60 GHz band also exhibit
Using this platform, antennas are rotated in discrete steps
similar beam patterns [19, 30]. However, with more antenna
to emulate discretized sectors (predefined by a codebook) to
elements beams will have higher directionality. Here we
achieve sector sweeps during the training phase or to adapt
also aim to evaluate whether il-AoA estimates are accurate
sectors during the tracking phase of LiSteer.
enough to steer such highly directional beams as well. For

Wall

Value
2ms
100 ms
1.9 ns
5 µs
3 µs
10 µs
27.5 Mbps
4.62 Gbps

2.65m

0.25m

2m

Trace and Model-Driven Simulator

To explore a broader set of operational conditions beyond the
capabilities of the hardware platform including WLAN performance with multiple clients, multi-client beam training,
and different mobility patterns and speeds, we also develop
a custom MATLAB WLAN simulator. We use channel traces
from our hardware experiments to drive the simulator. Since
the measurement data points are relatively coarse-grained,
we use the 802.11ad [21] and visible light [3] channel models
to extrapolate mmWave signal strength and light intensities to all possible positions and orientations of the mobile
device in the indoor environment. This enables us to study
multi-client network performance with mobility models such
as random waypoint mobility at different speeds to further
evaluate LiSteer performance.
Furthermore, we use PHY and MAC specifications from
802.11ad in our simulator. Control packets are sent at the
lowest bit rate (27.5 Mbps, corresponding to MCS-0), and require minimum receive sensitivity (-78 dBm). Packet headers
are considered to be received correctly if signal strength is
greater than -78 dBm (threshold for MCS-0, used to encode
headers) whereas payloads are received correctly if signal
strength is greater than the threshold for the MCS used to
encode data. Table 1 lists important simulation parameters.

4

TESTBED EVALUATION

We first describe our experiments with horn antennas and
then discuss a subset of results from the X60 platform.

4.1

Experimental Setup

We setup the dual-band testbed within a 4 × 3 × 5m space
bound by walls on two sides and open space on the other
two (Fig. 6), such that the AP is fixed in one corner at 1m
height, while we consider multiple positions and orientations for the client to study both translational and rotational
mobility. Furthermore, we repeat the same experiment with
both horn antenna and phased array platforms to compare
the performance of different mmWave band systems.

0.5m

AP

A

1.5m

B

2m

C

2.5m

D

3m

E

4.5m

Window
Door

Table 1: List of important simulation parameters.
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1.13m

h=1m

Wall

Simulation Parameter
Max. transmit slot
Beacon Interval
Preamble Length
Contention Slot
SIFS
DIFS
Base Rate
Highest Rate

Figure 6: Testbed setup for dual-band experiments.
In particular, we consider five client trajectories (A,B,C,D
and E) at longitudinal distances 1.5m, 2m, 2.5m, 3m and 4.5m
from the AP for the initial position of the client. The trajectories follow a straight line from respective initial positions
and cover 2m lateral distance, while we take measurements
every 0.25m. Furthermore, for 15 points (shown as black circles in Fig. 6), we rotate the client by 60◦ in both clockwise
and counter-clockwise directions (in steps of 1◦ for the VubIQ platform and steps of 5◦ for the X60 platform) to study
rotation. Note that there is always a LOS path in the visible
light and 60 GHz bands in these experiments.

4.2

il-AoA Estimation Accuracy

We first evaluate the accuracy of il-AoA estimation using
light intensities. To identify various sources of estimation
error, we also perform light channel model based simulations
to analyze the performance of sensor arrays with different dimensions, and for comparison with over-the-air experiments.
Fig. 7a depicts the CDF of il-AoA estimation error. First, for
simulation of an array of negligible dimensions (0.01cm), we
observe an almost perfect il-AoA estimation accuracy, which
validates our key approximation that device size is negligible
compared to AP-client distance. Second, simulations for a
7cm array (same dimensions as our testbed array) show up
to 2◦ estimation error, highlighting the impact of collocated
sensors approximation on the accuracy of our method. Sensors can be placed closer to device edges to further minimize
this error and achieve better accuracy.
Next we analyze the performance in over-the-air (OTA)
experiments. The blue curve for measurement results indicates that the estimation error is within 3.5◦ of the true AoA
for more than 90% of measurement instances. The error is
also higher than the simulations due to the deviation of intensity measurements from the channel models, which we
discover is dependent on the position and the angular separation (irradiance angle) between light source and sensors. To
investigate this further, we depict the CDF of il-AoA estimation error across all locations for various trajectories of our
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experimental setup, such that the average distance to the AP
increases across the trajectories. Fig. 7b shows that the error
across various positions along the trajectories decreases as
the distance of trajectories from the AP increases. This is
because of an additional factor which impacts estimation
accuracy; the validity of our negligible array dimensions
approximation, which improves with an increase in distance.
Findings: LiSteer estimates il-AoA within 3.5◦ for more than
90% of measurement instances in OTA experiments, demonstrating the viability and high accuracy of our estimation
method. Further increase in accuracy can be realized by exploiting device edges to reduce inter-sensor distances.

4.3

Results with Horn Antenna Platform

4.3.1 Beam Acquisition. First we evaluate sector selection
accuracy during the Beam Acquisition phase at the client, by
comparing sectors selected by LiSteer based on il-AoA estimates to the true optimal sector by performing an exhaustive
search over all the sectors at each position. For comparison,
we also compute the sectors based on perfect AoA from geometry. Fig. 8 depicts the CDF of client-side sector selection
accuracy captured by the metric “Sector Index Distance” defined as the absolute difference between indices of predicted
sectors and the optimal sectors from exhaustive search. With
perfect AoA information, we always get the optimal sector
which is consistent with very narrow and near-perfect beam
patterns of horn antennas with no side-lobes. In comparison, LiSteer selects the optimal sectors more than 70% of
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Figure 9: Rotation with various estimation intervals.
instances with il-AoA estimates, while the error is limited to
immediately adjacent sector for all except one instance.
Findings: With highly directional beams of 7◦ wide horn
antennas, LiSteer acquires client beams to within 1 sector of
the true highest strength sector without any in-band training.
Thus our light based il-AoA estimation predicts the correct
client sector with high accuracy and eliminates the need for
exhaustive beam search at mobile clients.
4.3.2 Beam Steering. Next we evaluate LiSteer performance under client mobility. For space constraints, we discuss rotation results here. A key factor affecting beam steering accuracy is the frequency at which il-AoA estimates are
computed. This is determined by multiple factors, such as
sampling frequency of light sensors and computational resources of smart devices. Moreover, rotational speed of the
client may also affect steering accuracy; the faster the speed,
the harder the tracking since the client may rotate more for
the same estimation frequency. Therefore, instead of evaluating all these factors separately, we normalize the estimation
frequency to the client’s rotation, such that an il-AoA estimate is computed for every δ degrees of client’s rotation.
Here we present results for four δ values: 1◦ , 2◦ , 5◦ and 10◦ .
First we analyze rotation estimation accuracy by computing the change in estimated il-AoA between the initial and
final orientations of the client. Fig. 9a plots the CDF of rotation estimation error for the four δ values. We observe that
when il-AoA estimates are computed most frequently (every
1◦ of client rotation), the estimation error is the lowest since
we have the most light measurements to estimate the same
rotation compared to the other cases. Further, we observe
that the rotation estimates are within 0.5◦ of the true value
for more than 90% of instances, which is much higher than
absolute il-AoA estimation accuracy in Fig. 7a. This is because of cancellation of location bias when computing the
change in il-AoA to find client rotation. This bias results
from deviation of measurements from the theoretical model
in Eq. (4), depending on AP-client relative angle and distance.
Moreover, the graph also shows that as the estimation interval (δ ) increases, rotation estimation error also becomes
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Figure 10: Client-side beam acquisition accuracy using il-AoA estimates in experiments with X60 platform.
large, since there is a greater change in client orientation
between two measurements.
Next we analyze the client-side sector steering accuracy
(after perfect initial alignment) in Fig. 9b for various values
of δ plotted along the x-axis. Consistent with a high rotation
estimation accuracy, we observe that LiSteer is able to steer
client sectors to the true highest strength sectors more than
97% of the time with δ = 1◦ . Although steering accuracy decreases with increasing estimation interval, even with a high
interval of 10◦ , which represents very high rotational speeds
or conversely very low sampling rate of sensors, LiSteer
computes the correct sectors more than 70% of the time.
Findings: By estimating changes in il-AoA from the AP’s
light source, LiSteer is able to track rotation at even higher
accuracy than it does absolute il-AoA, leading to almost 97%
steering accuracy when il-AoA estimates are computed at a
modest rate of every 1◦ of client rotation. Consequently, LiSteer
maintains beam alignment at the narrowest level despite device
mobility solely by passive light sensing.

4.4

Results with X60 Phased Array
Platform

4.4.1 Beam Acquisition. We perform Beam Acquisition
at each position/orientation combination in the above experimental setup (i.e., 9 positions along each of five trajectories
with 0◦ orientation, and 25 different orientations for 15 positions marked by black circles in Fig.6), such that the AP
does a beam sweep at its end, while the client-side beam
is selected based on il-AoA estimates. For comparison with
optimal beam selection via exhaustive search, we repeat the
experiments such that a beam sweep is done at the client
side as well. To evaluate beam acquisition accuracy, we devise a metric to capture how far two beams are in terms of
codebook search space. Thus we define Beam Index Distance
(BID), as the absolute difference between the indices of the
exhaustive search based maximal strength beam and the
beam inferred by LiSteer. For comparison, we also compute
the beam which will be selected if the true LOS path AoA is
known (via geometry) at the client.

Beam Selection Accuracy: Fig. 10a depicts the client-side
beam selection accuracy plotted as a CDF of BID. First we
observe that even with true AoA, there is a non-zero BID
for almost 70% experimental instances. This is in contrast
to the horn antenna measurements in the previous section,
where the geometric AoA always leads to the selection of
the highest strength beams for LOS paths. The primary reason for this deviation is the imperfect beam patterns of the
SiBeam phased array and presence of side-lobes, which can
capture multiple paths in the channel to show slightly higher
strength. Nonetheless, for almost 80% instances, the difference is within 2 beams from the beams selected via exhaustive search. The figure also shows that beam selection accuracy for over-the-air il-AoA estimates matches very closely
to the beams selected using the geometric AoA and the error
is negligible. The reason is that our AoA estimation error
is very small compared to the relatively wide (25◦ to 35◦ )
beams of the phased array platform. This shows that il-AoA
estimates in LiSteer are sufficiently accurate for geometric
AoA based beam selection in such platforms as well.
We also observe that BI D ≥ 6 for about 10% instances.
This is due to the presence of strong reflectors close to some
positions (especially close to side-walls), combined with the
irregular patterns such that for some orientations there is
not sufficient directivity gain along the LOS path and a reflected path is actually stronger. To investigate further, we
separately plot BID for the 15 positions where we consider
multiple orientations, grouped together as columns with different lateral distances from the AP. Positions in the first
column have 0m lateral distance and hence are located right
in front of the AP. We expect these client locations to have a
dominant LOS path for all orientations. The middle column
has positions at lateral distance of 1m from the AP. The third
column, with positions at 2m lateral distance from the AP
is closest to the side-walls. These positions potentially can
have strong non-LOS paths due to reflections from the walls.
Fig. 10b plots the average BID across all orientations and positions for the three client-position groups. The figure reveals
that the positions in-front of the AP and in the middle in fact
show an average BID of 1.5 with relatively small standard
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Figure 11: Beam steering accuracy for various adaptation strategies under client rotation with X60 platform.
deviation, whereas the positions closer to the reflectors have
significantly large BID with even larger deviation.
SNR Performance: As discussed above, for almost 70% instances even with perfect AoA estimates the predicted beams
are sub-optimal as compared to beams selected via an exhaustive search. Next we evaluate the cost of sub-optimal beam
selection in LiSteer by analyzing the loss in SNR incurred
compared to the maximum SNR achieved via exhaustive
search.
Fig. 10c plots the CDF of SNR loss (in dB) incurred by selecting client-side beams using AoA (both il-AoA estimates
and perfect geometrical AoA) as compared to optimal selection via exhaustive search. We observe that the SNR loss is
within 1.5 dB for more than 80% of instances, and that the
performance with il-AoA estimation is very close to that with
perfect AoA. This is because of the overlap between adjacent
beam patterns of the phased array, which results in a small
degradation in link SNR despite selecting beams which are
one or two indices away from the optimal beams. Finally, we
plot the average SNR loss for the three client-position groups
in Fig 10d. Our results show that for the first two groups
with expected dominant LOS path, the SNR loss is within
1.2 dB. This is consistent with their lower average BID as
discussed above. However, it is interesting to note that for
the positions close to the side wall, although we observed a
high average BID, the average SNR loss is still below 2 dB.
This shows that although the LOS path does not provide the
strongest signal component for some orientations at these
positions, resulting in a high BID, LiSteer can still establish
a strong link within 6 dB of the highest possible SNR.
Our above analysis shows that although il-AoA based
beam selection is not always optimal, there is minimal loss
in link SNR as compared to overhead-intensive exhaustive
search, and LiSteer achieves this beam selection without incurring any overhead. Hence LiSteer successfully eliminates
the need for beam training at the client side with a small
loss in SNR. If even higher link strength is desired, for more

than 80% of instances, the optimal beam is within two indices of il-AoA based beam, and hence local search in the
beam-space around the il-AoA predicted beam can be performed to further improve the accuracy of beam selection.
In any case, LiSteer successfully acquires the AP’s direction
and eliminates the requirement for exhaustive search at the
client end.
Findings: Even with phased antenna arrays with nonuniform beam patterns and strong side-lobes, LiSteer is able
to acquire client-side beams within 2 indices of the optimal
beams for more than 80% instances, with il-AoA estimates almost always selecting the same beam as the true geometric AoA.
Moreover, the SNR loss is within 1.5 dB of exhaustive search,
showing that there is only a marginal gain for performing
exhaustive search at the client-end.
4.4.2 Beam Steering: Client Rotation. Next we evaluate
beam steering accuracy for rotational mobility of the client
device. For this, the client performs Beam Acquisition at an
initial orientation (0◦ ). We then rotate the client by 60◦ in
both clock-wise and counter-clockwise directions in steps of
5◦ for 15 different client locations and evaluate beam steering
accuracy. As per LiSteer design, after beam acquisition, the
client adapts its beam in response to any changes in il-AoA
estimates. For comparison, we repeat each experiment with
no beam adaptation, as well as client-side adaptation with
exhaustive search (perfect adaptation). Moreover, AP-side
beams remain fixed in this experiment. Fig. 11a depicts the
CDF of SNR loss for various adaptation schemes. The SNR
loss, plotted along the x-axis, is the link degradation due to
sub-maximal beam selection, compared to perfect adaptation via exhaustive beam search at both AP and client ends,
which achieves maximum SNR (i.e., 0 dB SNR loss). First,
we observe that even with exhaustive search based client
beam-adaptation, there is non-zero SNR loss for almost 60%
of instances. This is again an artifact of imperfect beam patterns and the reflectors in the environment: even though the
position of the client is not changing, the AP-side beam that
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Figure 12: Beam steering accuracy for various adaptation strategies under client translation with X60 platform.
achieves maximal SNR changes and can only be addressed by
AP-side adaptation. This is also in contrast to horn antenna
experiments with finer beams and near-idealized antenna
patterns, where AP-side beam remains fixed in case of client
rotation.
LiSteer’s il-AoA based adaptation performs very close to
exhaustive search and is able to maintain alignment at the
client side despite mobility. Its performance is within 0.5-1
dB of exhaustive search, despite not performing any beam
training after the link is setup during beam acquisition. The
benefit of LiSteer adaptation is further emphasized by comparison with no-adaptation strategy, which shows high SNR
degradation (more than 75◦ instances have > 3 dB SNR loss)
despite wider beam patterns and overlap between multiple
beams of the phased array.
The above analysis is based on a CDF of rotation at all 15
positions. Although it captures the overall performance of
various beam adaptation schemes, the performance is highly
dependent on the angular separation between the AP and
client, and the proximity to reflectors in the environment
such as side walls. To explore this further, we compare the
performance of the aforementioned schemes for two different
positions.
First we consider a client position in front of the AP (0m
lateral distance, 2m longitudinal distance) such that it is far
from the side-walls. Fig. 11b depicts that with no-adaptation,
SNR quickly degrades for rotation on either side. However,
even with 60◦ rotation, the link maintains SNR above 7.5 dB,
required for 500 Mbps data rate in X60. This is because of
the relatively short AP-client distance, for which the initial
receiver beam is wide enough to maintain moderate SNR
despite rotation. LiSteer, on the other hand, shows up to 10
dB gain in SNR compared to no-adaptation, achieving almost
the same SNR as exhaustive search for most rotation angles.
Next we consider a position close to the side-wall in the
same row (2m lateral distance, 2m longitudinal distance)
in Fig. 11c. Here, the no-adaptation scheme performs even

worse, and SNR is not high enough to support even the base
rate for extreme rotation angles. LiSteer again achieves SNR
close to exhaustive search for clockwise rotation, with il-AoA
estimates only. However, for counter-clockwise rotation, the
SNR for −45◦ and −60◦ angles is more than 4 dB lower than
client-side exhaustive search. This is because for these client
orientations, the reflected path from the side wall provides
a much stronger signal, which LiSteer is unable to discover
since it tracks LOS AoA only. However, even in these few
cases, LiSteer still avoids link breakage and achieves significant gain compared to no-adaptation.
4.4.3 Beam Steering: Client Translation. To study LiSteer
performance under translational mobility, we consider the
five client trajectories described in the experimental setup,
such that the client performs beam acquisition at the initial
position in front of the AP. It then covers a 2m distance along
a straight line laterally from the AP. For each measurement
location along a trajectory, we compare the performance
of LiSteer with exhaustive search, where beam sweep is
performed at both ends.
Beam Steering Accuracy: Fig. 12a depicts the BID of client
beams predicted across all points along the five trajectories.
We observe that for almost 60% instances, LiSteer predicts the
correct client side beam. Beams predicted by LiSteer are almost the same as geometric beams based on true AoA knowledge, similar to the case of rotation experiments. Overall, the
geometric beam steering accuracy is higher for translation,
since the client orientation remains fixed during translation
and for most locations we observe that a dominant LOS path
is present. Further, more than 90% of predictions are within
two beam indices of exhaustive search.
SNR Performance: Next we evaluate the impact of beam
steering accuracy on link SNR. Fig. 12b shows the CDF of
SNR achieved along all trajectories for three different adaptation schemes. First, we plot the no-adaptation strategy, where
the beams selected at both ends during beam acquisition are

used throughout the client translation motion and there is no
beam adaptation. This strategy leads to a significant decrease
in link throughput, with more than 50% of instances incurring > 7dB SNR loss compared to perfect adaptation when
optimal sectors are used at both ends. This link degradation
corresponds to loss of several MCS levels. This reiterates the
importance of beam steering in mmWave networks, such
that only slight motion can significantly impact link strength
despite wide beam patterns and significant beam overlap of
a practical phased array.
Since AP-side adaptation in LiSteer is handled by the beacon sweeps of the underlying protocol (e.g., 802.11ad), APside beam selection depends on how often and where along
the trajectory the beacon sweep is performed, and also on the
translation speed of the client. Therefore, here we present
two schemes which serve as upper and lower bounds of performance, depending on the frequency of AP-side adaptation
and client speeds. First, we study the case of perfect AP-side
adaptation, such that the AP’s beams are updated at each
measurement location. For this, we observe that il-AoA estimation in LiSteer achieves near-optimal link strength, with
< 1dB SNR loss for more than 90% instances. This may correspond to a single MCS level loss or no loss at all as compared
to exhaustive search, depending on the MCS schemes and
true SNR. Thus, there is very little gain in repeating beam
training at the client end and LiSteer estimates are sufficient
to maintain a highly directional link. Second, we consider
LiSteer with no AP-side adaptation, such that this strategy is
completely training-overhead free. While no AP-side adaptation impacts the link strength, 50% of instances incur < 3dB
SNR loss. Hence, while sub-optimal, there is still significant
gain in client-only adaptation as compared to no adaptation.
This shows that if AP adaptation is not possible or is delayed
due to contention, LiSteer can still delay link breakage and
maintain beam alignment for a longer range compared to no
adaptation at all.
To analyze the adaptation schemes further, we study the
example of SNR changes along client trajectory A in Fig. 12c.
First, the curve for perfect beam selection via exhaustive
search at all points represents the maximum achievable SNR,
which serves as an upper-bound for all beam adaptation
strategies. It mostly stays constant, with slight variations due
to imperfect beam patterns. Next we consider the case of no
beam adaptation, where the AP and the client keep using the
beams initially selected via beam training. For this scenario,
the link SNR degrades sharply despite wider beam patterns
and significant beam overlap of the phased array, and the
SNR drops below 10 dB for a mere 0.5m translation. As per
802.11ad PHY sensitivity thresholds and on our platform
as well, SNR below 10 dB achieves sub-Gbps rates, severely
affecting throughput. After 1m lateral translation, the link is
completely broken and cannot support even the base data

rate. In comparison, LiSteer with AP adaptation maintains
near-optimal link SNR for most client positions along the
trajectory, and SNR loss is within 1 dB. Finally we consider
LiSteer with client-only adaptation such that AP’s beam
remains fixed throughout the experiment. The figure shows
that LiSteer still achieves up to 8 dB gain over no-adaptation
scenario, maintaining Gbps data rates up to 1.5m translation.
This is especially useful in cases when there is a delay in
beacon sweeps at the AP.
Finding: Without beam adaptation, mmWave links can lose
multi-Gbps data rates via a mere 0.5m translation despite
wider beam patterns of a practical phased array, highlighting
their susceptibility to client mobility. With LiSteer, the client
maintains a highly directional link with SNR within 1 dB of
exhaustive search for most positions along the trajectory via
il-AoA estimation. Moreover, if only the client is adaptive, the
AP may incorrectly hold on to an older beam too long without
necessarily incurring link breakage.

5 SIMULATION RESULTS
5.1 Experimental Setup
Here we evaluate LiSteer performance using our traceand model-driven simulator. In particular, we study indoor
WLAN scenarios under a variety of mobility and contention
scenarios. For this, we consider multiple, fully backlogged
clients which undergo random waypoint mobility at average human walking speed (1.5 m/s) and different rotational
speeds. We adopt the commonly used value of 100 ms for
beacon sweep interval. For performance comparison, we
also simulate baseline 802.11ad and use the same SNR based
rate adaptation for both schemes. Because 802.11ad does not
have light assisted beam adaptation, it recovers from link
breakages via in-band beam training whenever the data rate
drops below MCS 1. Hence it is not excessively incurring
repeated training overhead, yet maintains data rates above
385 Mbps.
The frequency at which light sensors are sampled and
il-AoA estimates are computed is an important design factor
in LiSteer, as more measurements can improve estimation
accuracy, yet require increased power and computational
resources. We use 100 Hz sensor-sampling and estimation
rate in the experiments discussed below, which we found is
high enough for moderate to high indoor mobility scenarios
in our analysis, and well within sampling range of light
sensors.

5.2

Results

Training Overhead Comparison: First, we compare the
training overhead incurred by the two schemes in the aforementioned experiments. Fig. 13 depicts overhead vs. the
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number of clients for 1.5 m/s translational speed. We calculate overhead as the percentage of total time used to adapt
60 GHz beams (for all clients), which comprises beam training overhead for the baseline scheme whereas for LiSteer it
includes Beam Acquisition overhead for link establishment
and the time spent on multi-client training. The figure shows
that for the baseline scheme, even with a single client the
overhead is around 5% and includes beacon sweeps and training for beam adaptation. Moreover, as the number of clients
increases, the overhead increases steeply due to beam training with multiple clients and contention among clients for
training with the AP. In contrast, LiSteer’s overhead comprises entirely of periodic beacon sweeps since client-side
steering is driven by il-AoA estimates via passive light sensing and hence is completely distributed. Thus the overhead
stays almost constant despite an increase in the number of
clients and is limited to around 2%.
Finding: LiSteer incurs negligible overhead for polling after
the mandatory beacon sweeps by the AP, with client side beams
acquired and steered using il-AoA estimates only. Thus its
overhead also remains nearly constant despite an increase in the
number of clients, incurring 10× to 15× lower overhead than
an 802.11ad based baseline scheme with in-band retraining.
Throughput: Next, we analyze the throughput performance
of LiSteer and the baseline scheme. Further, we normalize
to the throughput of an omniscient scheme which uses optimal beams and data rates for each transmission. Hence,
it achieves maximum data rate, while incurring the same
channel access and contention overhead.

Fig. 14 depicts normalized throughput vs. the number of
clients for 1.5 m/s translational speed. First we consider the
case of a single client, where LiSteer achieves 82% of the
maximum throughput on average. The loss in throughput is
due to sub-maximal data rates resulting from beam steering
inaccuracy and MCS under-selection, or packet losses due
to MCS over-selection. In comparison, the 802.11ad baseline
scheme achieves only ∼ 57% throughput, due to rate adaptation losses, beam misalignment and training overhead as
discussed above.
When we increase the number of clients in the network,
802.11ad throughput decreases further due to increased collisions, training overhead and latency since multiple clients
are contending to train with a single AP. In contrast, LiSteer normalized throughput remains above 75% for up to
10 clients due to il-AoA driven beam steering which eliminates training overhead at the client-side. Moreover, multiple
clients can simultaneously train with the AP with a single
sweep during beacon intervals, resulting in a small overhead.
Our simulations also encompass different client speeds
and rotational mobility scenarios, which we omit here for
want of space. Under rotational mobility, LiSteer exhibits
further gains compared to the baseline scheme since rotation
requires steering at the client-side only to maintain beam
alignment, which has no overhead in LiSteer.
Finding: Due to repeated beam training overhead in 802.11ad,
more than 50% of available throughput is lost due to beam misalignment from translational and rotational mobility. By passively tracking AP’s LED using light sensors, LiSteer achieves
up to 2× gain in throughput by avoiding training overhead
in client-side adaptation, and maintaining AP-side alignment
via beacon sweeps only. Moreover, its performance scales much
better with rotational speed and the number of client devices.
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RELATED WORK

Visible Light Signaling: Recent work on Visible Light Communication (VLC), where indoor luminaries are used for
data transmission, provides solutions such as controlling the
brightness of light sources via pulse width and position modulation to maintain the same average power while still communicating data at reasonable range [23, 24], even in the dark
[34]. Similarly, multiple solutions exist to distinguish the target light source from ambient light or interfering sources,
such as decoding specific signatures modulated by LEDs [15],
periodic beacons from VLC sources [18], frequency hopping
[17], and exploiting characteristic frequency of LEDs [43].
Any of these solutions can be integrated in LiSteer to extend the AP’s LED range and distinguish it from other light
sources if required. Moreover, if the AP also supports VLC,
LiSteer can passively track the VLC source without requiring
any special signaling or calibration.

Visible Light Sensing: Recent visible light localization solutions such as model-driven multi-lateration [17, 41] and
fingerprinting [42, 43] can also be used to track position at
sub-meter accuracy. However, these solutions require multiple luminaries at known locations, whereas multi-lateration
approaches also require knowledge of transmit powers as
well as fixed and known orientation of light sensors. Hence
they cannot be used to track client-side beams, which can
be affected by both position and orientation changes. In contrast, in LiSteer, we estimate AoA from a single light source
located at the AP without requiring position or orientation
estimation. Prior work on AoA estimation using incoherent
light includes model driven AoA calculation for localization
from multiple light sources [16] and using two photodiodes
of different fields of view such that their angular response
patterns are also different and can be modeled as a non-linear
function of the AOA [43]. However, [43] requires calibration
to discover this differential response function, and is limited
to 1-D AoA estimation (insufficient for 3D beam steering).
Likewise, [15] uses image sensors to estimate AoA. However,
image processing requires higher power and computational
resources with a latency of several seconds. In contrast, LiSteer uses off-the-shelf light sensors with significantly lower
power consumption, and tracks beam changes at milli-second
time scale.
mmWave Beam Training: In-band solutions to reduce
training overhead include model-driven beam steering and
channel profiling [37, 44], hierarchical codebook designs
[2, 12], compressive sensing techniques to exploit channel
sparsity [20, 30], correlation between beams [33], efficient
beam searching [32, 40], sector switching and backup paths
[10, 29], and beamwidth adaptation [10]. These solutions
reduce training overhead and maintain alignment in certain environments, yet still incur training overhead when
constructing channel profiles, searching for backup or redundant paths, or incur SNR loss when switching to wider
beams. Moreover, packet level beam tracking solutions to
address mobility have also been proposed, e.g., 802.11ad’s
beam tracking [13], exploiting multi-lobe beam patterns [19]
and beam sounding [10]. While these solutions help refine
beam alignment with small-scale mobility, they also incur
in-band overhead and do not work if alignment is lost inbetween transmissions. In contrast, in LiSteer, we target
to eliminate beam search at mobile devices entirely by obtaining direction estimates from existing LEDs on APs for
both beam acquisition and beam adaptation, and without
requiring any training or feedback in mmWave band for this
purpose. Nonetheless, prior solutions can be integrated to
reduce training overhead for AP-side sweeps, to further improve beam steering at packet-level, or when light estimates
are not available.

Lastly, prior out-of-band solutions also address link adaptation in directional networks, e.g., via session transfer to
legacy bands [25, 31], AoA estimation in sub 6-GHz bands to
eliminate exhaustive search for beam acquisition [22], and
using sensors on mobile devices [5, 8, 26, 40]. In contrast,
passive light sensing has significantly less power requirements than mechanical sensors and tracks the AP under
both translation and rotation, requires no communication
in the sensing band, and is more resilient to multipath due
to the dominant LOS propagation of visible light. SearchLight [9] is the only prior work that also uses visible light
sensing with a sensor-array to track device mobility (both
position and orientation changes). While SearchLight adapts
beams at both the AP and client ends, it requires feedback
packets for AP-side beam adaptation, AP localization and
maintaining LOS with multiple (≥ 3) light sources which
presents greater challenge in terms of infrastructure requirements and LOS blockage. In contrast, LiSteer exploits a single
LED collocated at the AP to adapt client beams without any
feedback and handles AP-side adaptation by repurposing
periodic beacon-sweeps.
An earlier version of LiSteer design appears in [11] where
we present the key idea of beam adaptation by tracking AP’s
indicator LEDs with proof-of-concept implementation on
a horn antenna system. In this paper, we have enhanced
the protocol design to include multi-client beam steering to
address AP-side beam adaptation, extended the hardware
implementation to include practical phased arrays with irregular beam patterns which impact the optimality of LOS path
based geometric beam steering, and evaluated in WLANs
with multiple clients (including impact of contention) and
various indoor mobility patterns.
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CONCLUSION

We present LiSteer to steer mmWave beams at mobile devices by tracking indicator LEDs on wireless APs to passively
acquire direction estimates, and demonstrate that LiSteer acquires and maintains beam alignment despite device mobility,
without incurring any training overhead at clients. We implement our system on a custom dual-band platform. Our
experiments show that LiSteer estimates the incoherent-light
AoA to within 2.5◦ on average and steers beams correctly
more than 97% of instances while in tracking mode, without
incurring any in-band training or feedback.
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